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REPORT ON PEA CANNERIES 

During the 1913 season there were seventy-five factories can- 

ning peas in the state of Wisconsin. The recent development 

of this industry in Wisconsin ‘is shown by the fact that the 

oldest plant in the state was established in'1893 and only four : 

of the sixty plants reporting date of establishment were in ex- 

jstence before 1900. In the five years since 1908, twenty-one 

plants were established, and three were built in 1913. 

The total output for 1913 was 3,088,875 cases, an average | 

of 41,185 cases for each plant. The size of the plants varies | 

from an output of 1,853 cases to an output of 137,844 cases 

during the season. The total acreage planted for the pea can- 

neries was 45,520 acres. Of this total, 39,960 acres of peas 

were actually canned; 2,860 acres were left for seed because 

.of congestion or inability to handle the crop, and 2,700 acres 

were planted expressly for seed purposes.* 

The last United States Census reports that 5,901,703 cases of 

peas were packed in the United States during 1909. The value 

of this product was placed at $10,247,363. It is thus seen that 

probably over 50% of all the peas of the United States are ; 

ceanned in this state, and the value of the 1913 crop may be 

placed: at almost $6,000,000. 

‘These figures are based on the complete report from 68 plants and an estimate tor 

‘the remaining seven. 

/



4 REPORT ON PEA CANNERIES. 

To handle the grop of 1913, 8,036 persons were employed in 

the seventy-five plants. Of these, 5,010 were men, 2,688 women 

and 438 children between 14 and 16 years of age. 

Study made by the United States Bureau of Labor. 
During the summer of 1912 investigators of the United 

States Bureau of Labor Statistics made an extensive statis- 

tical study of the hours of labor of women employes in the 

Wisconsin Pea Canneries, based on data covering operations 

during the years 1908, 1909, 1910 and 1911, in about half of 

the canning factories in the state.* This study was made for 

“the purpose of discovering the relation between the problem 

of pea-cannery administration as presented in Wisconsin and 

the working hours of women employed in the pea-canneries in 

the state.’’ An effort was made to show the relation between 

the acreage planted and the equipment, number of workers, 

and daily duration of work; also the possibility. of harvest 

control by proper soil selection, distribution of planting, and 
study of weather conditions. This bulletin also contains data 

in regard to the length of working days, labor supply, pos- 

sible causes of shortage of labor, the abuses that have resulted 

from lack of restriction of hours, and the cost of female labor: 

Although the data obtained by the investigators of the U. S. 

Bureau of Labor are in many respects incomplete, the report 

shows the conditions that existed in pea canneries before the 
present regulation of hours became effective. A comparison 

of the hours and conditions of labor of female employes in 

Wisconsin canneries, as shown in the Bureau of Labor report 

(pages 22, 26-27), for the years 1908-1911, inclusive, with the 

conditions prevailing in 1913 (tables II and III following) 

shows what has been and what can be done in the solution of 
this problem. Some of the conclusions of the federal report 
have not been borne out in the present investigation, yet in 
studying the results of the present regulations, the informa- 
tion given in that report is of much value. 

Purpose of this investigation. 
It is not the intention of the present study to go into the 

questions of acreage, harvest control, soil selection, planting, 

* “Working Hours of Women in the Pea Canneries of Wisconsin”. U. 8. 
Dept. of Labor—Bulletin number 119. .
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or the relation between these and the equipment of the plants, 

except insofar as some of these points are covered briefly’ in 

charts and summaries following. The purpose is rather to 

show for the information and benefit of the canners of the 

state what the conditions were during the past season, espec- 

ially in regard to the hours of labor for the women employes; 

to present a fair picture of the abuses that existed, the special 

needs for regulation, and the specifie points that must be con- 

sidered in attempting to solve the problem for the future. 

Most of all, it is hoped to show what has been accomplished 

in the way of improved conditions, and arrangements of hours 

in compliance with the law or in advance of legal requirements. 

Present regulations. 

Pursuant to the authonity vested in it by the laws of 1913, 

Chapter 381, the Industrial commission appointed a committee 

representing the pea canners, the labor interests and the con- 

sumers, to investigate the hours of labor of women in the pea 

canning industry, the conditions surrounding such workers, 

and the effect upon them of such hours and conditions of la- 

bor. The committee was requested to recommend to the Indus- 

trial commission the regulations to be enforced during the 

1913 season, covering the hours of labor of the women em- 

ployed in pea canning factories. This committee was com- 

posed of the following members: Mrs. B. C. Gudden, Oshkosh, 

and Mrs. Edward Rissman, Milwaukee, representing the pub- 

lie; Frank J, Weber, Milwaukee, representing the Wisconsin 

State Federation of Labor; W. C. Leitsch, Columbus and M. 

S. Bailey, Chippewa Falls, representing the Wisconsin Can- 

ners’ association; A. H. Christman, Menomonee Falls, repre- 

senting the pea growers, and Miss Emma O. Lundberg, deputy, 

of the industrial commission. Two all-day sessions were held 

by this committee, and the regulations recommended as finally 

approved by the Industrial commission are as follows: 

Order No. 1. In péa canning factories where the laws regarding safety f 

and sanitation and the orders of the Industrial Commission issued there- 

under are complied with and where due provision has been made for handling 

the crop, women who are employed in such factories may be employed not 

to exceed ten hours each day between the beginning and ending of work, 

y exclusive of meal hours, between the hours of 7 o'clock A. M., and 10 o'clock 

ori No. 2. During the rush season, when abnormal conditions prevail 2 

by reason of breakdowns, bad weather or climatic changes, women who are
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__ INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF WISCONSIN _? 

actually engaged in the process of canning may be employed not to exceed 

twelve hours each day from beginning to ending of work, exclusive of meal 

times, between the hours of 7 o'clock A. M. and 12 o'clock P. M., provided, 

that such twelve hour days shall be limited to fifteen in any one year, and 

provided further that time and a half pay shall be given for all time worked 

over ten hours a day and fifty-five hours a week. 

Order No. 3. Correct permanent records shall be kept at each plant, sub- 

ject to the approval of the Industrial Commission, and open for inspection at 

-all times. 

Order No. 4. Copies of these regulations shall be posted in at least three 

different places in each factory. 

These regulations were issued by the Industrial commission 

June 11, 1913, and applied to the season of 1913 only. 

The industrial commission proceeded to secure information 

covering the operations of the season, especially in regard to 

the hours of labor of the women employes. All of the seventy- 

five pea canning factories jn the state were visited at least 

once during the season by deputies of the commission, and in- 

spected for safety, sanitation, child labor and women’s hours. 

These inspections were in line with the work done in all indus- 

tries in the state to secure enforcement of the laws regulating 

conditions and hours of labor, but special reports were also 

amade by the deputies on matters of particular importance to the 

eanning industry, such as labor supply, difficulties in regulat- 

ng output, and efforts made to comply with the regulations. 

‘The following sections relating to sanitation and safety or- F 

ders and violations and prosecutions under the child and 

-women labor laws, indicate the nature of this work. 

In order to secure complete data as to hours of employment 

and the number and occupations of the female employes, 

-weekly time blanks were sent to all of the pea canning plants 

to be filled out by them according to their records. This infor- 

‘mation was not used for purposes of prosecution, owing to the 

‘way in which it was acquired. It was designed to give infor- 

mation showing as accurately as possible the hours of em- 

ployment, variation in amount of labor used, occupations of 

women workers, a comparison of factories in the same or dif- 

ferent parts of the state, and especially to indicate grades of 

compliance with the present regulations and the possibilities 

of outlining definite restrictions. In addition to this informa- 

tion, the canners filled out blanks covering questions relating 

+o equipment, acreage, planting regulations, methods of redue- 

ing congestion, and the labor supply available. Information 

swas given by all of the pea canning factories in the state em-
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ploying women,—a remarkable showing of codperation and ap- 
preciation of the fact that their own interests will be advanced 3 
by a fair working out of the problem, ; 

Average hours of work. | 
In the seventy-four plants employing women. the average 

hours of work of the women employes during the season were 
as follows: 

Pickers, 8.6 hours,—Inspectors, 8.2 hours,—Cappers, 8.8 
hours. The average for the season in all occupations was 8.6 
hours. It will be seen by comparison with the figures givenin  — 
the United States investigation report that this was a decided 
improvement over the hours of the past years. It was found 
that the average hours for all occupations in 1908 were 10.4 
hours; 1909, 10.1 hours; 1910, 9.9 hours; 1911, 9.8 hours.* 

The average length of the canning season was 29.3 working 
days. This was longer than in any year reported except 1908. 
In all factories 38% of all the working days were over ten 
hours ; 11% of the days were over twelve hours; 3% over four- 
teen hours and 1.5% sixteen hours or over. Compare this with 
the figures given for 1908, 1909, 1910 and 1911, 68.3%, 67.3%, 
62.1% and 54.3%, respectively, of days on which hours of work 
exceeded ten as against 38% in 1913. The improvement is 
readily noted. Ten plants during the past season had no day 
over 10 hours. 

Hours per week. 
Although it was found to be impracticable to fix a limit of 

hours of work per week, since the aim was to scatter the long days 
throughout the season instead of bunching them, 83% of the 
““women-weeks’’ were 55 hours or under; 6.5% were from 55 
to 60 hours; 5%, 60 to 65 hours; 3%, 65‘ to 70 hours; 2%, 70 
to 75 hours; 1.5% over 75 hours.t+ i. i q 

Time of beginning and ending work. 
Equal in importance to limiting the number of hours of work 

per day is defining the closing time, and fixing the length of 
the “‘spread of duty.’’ This will encourage and necessitate 
beginning work as early in the morning as conditions will per- 

* U. S. Dept. of Labor, Bulletin No. 119. a 
7 See Table No. 2. 

+4 Ibid.
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mit. The worst feature of the working arrangement in past 

years was the irregularity of beginning work and the econse- 

quent dragging of the work into the early morning of the fol- 

lowing day. Under this system the working day often spread 

over the major part of the twenty-four hours, so that the 

worker had practically no free time, even though the hours of ; 

actual labor were few. The regulations for the past season 

specified that no day should be over ten hours, exclusive of 

meal times, from beginning to ending of work, and the work 

must end not later than ten p. m., with the exception of fifteen : 

‘ *‘12-hour days,’’ ending at midnight. F 

. The greatest improvement in conditions in the past year was 

due to the fact that most plants made a special effort to begin 

operations early in the morning. A few plants followed the 

regulations of the law limiting hours of labor to eight a day 

and forty-eight a week if it comes under the classification of 

night work. ‘Two of these plants did not generally begin oper- 

ations until afternoon, closing from midnight to 2 p. m.. and 

frequently as late as 5 a. m. and even 8 a. m. of the following 

day, depending upon time of beginning. Of the remaining 

seventy-two plants, twenty-nine began work from 7 to 8 a. 

m. onover half of the days; twenty-six plants began from 8 to 

10 a. m. on over half of the days; two plants began at 10 a. m. 

over half of the time; thirty-two plants began after twelve 

j noon on two or more days; thirteen plants on five days or 

more; and five plants on ten or more days. 

Forty-one per cent of all the days of all the plants began 

; at 7 a. m.; forty-four per cent began between 8 and 10 a. m.; 

four per cent between 10 a. m. and 12 noon; and eleven per 

cent of all the days began after noon. Two plants regularly 

working only afternoons and evenings, explain the large per- 

centage of days beginning after noon.* 

Fifty-nine plants on half of the days closed between 6 and 

8 p. m.; fifteen plants closed about 6 p. m. most of the days; 

forty-seven plants closed after 8 p. m. on half of the days; 

eight plants closed after 10 p. m. on half of the days; fifty- 

nine plants closed on one or more days after 10 p. m.; twenty- 

one plants on more than ten days closed after 10 p. m.; thirty- 

four plants closed on one or more days after midnight. The 

necessity for limiting closing time is more readily seen by the 

following: on 73% of all the days of all the plants operations 

* See tables IV, V, VI and VII.
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ceased after six p. m.; on 33% of the days after 10 p. m.; om 

7.5% of the days after 12 midnight; and on 2% after 2 a. m. 

The last figure includes factories operating under the eight 

hour night restriction. One plant closed every day at 6 o’clock: 

or earlier; one plant closed two-thirds of the days between 6, 
and 7 p. m.; six plants closed around 6 p. m., with the excep- 

tion of one week during the rush season; fifty-seven plants 

closed half of the days at 6 p. m.* 

A comparison of the time of beginning and ending work and’ 

the spread of duty during the 1913 season and the past years, 

shows a great improvement, and indicates especially the lines- 

along which further improvement is necessary and possible. © 

Work extending into the night is particularly to be condemned ' 

in the case of canning factories which are often located in the 

outskirts of towns, along railroad tracks, or aeross fields. 

Men and women, young boys and girls leave the factory at 

the same time. The relation between fatigue and reckless... 

ness under conditions favoring temptation is too well recog- 

nized to need enlarging upon. 

It is especially important that there shall be a sufficient 

number of hours between working days to allow for adequate- 

rest. Many examples were found of the need for regulation 

of the length of the rest period. The following table (table- 

no. 1) illustrates this condition. j 

TABLE I. 
SHOWING THE ACTUAL HOURS WORKED BY CERTAIN WOMEN EMPLOYED 

IN A WISCONSIN PEA CANNERY IN 1913. 

| ota ik Spread of Duty. | seat Hours. poses =e 

Occupation. Day. | work- 1 Z work-| per 

| ed. = Quit. me vine | eee ean hour. 
j 

_ De ae eo | gla ee |e glug 
_|A.M.|A. M. ve| M5: | | 

Can dropper..| July 1.., 16:45 | 10:00 | 3:45" | u 30 30° | 82:45 | 15-225 
NTS t Beo|: 20280)| 8:00] 8-805, | (2iede |x 800 (SMe 

aie © 121] 16:20; 10:00 | 3:50 | 17:50] 60 30 | 74:30 | "15-22% 
se) oeeks “  21)| 20:45 | 7:45] 5:30 | 2145 | 30 S05 eal 

Capper........) % 1:| 17:00 10:00 4:00 | 18:00] 30 30. | 75:45'| 10-15 
* 212) 20:00 i] 5:30 | 21:00] 30 30 |... - ce 

es “  12.| 15:30 | 10:00) 2:30 | 16.30, 30 30 | 74200 | “10-i5 
. 212] 20:00; 8:30 | 5:30 | 21:00| 30 S| selene 

go Es 2 3 2:30 | 16:30 30 30 | 70:45 "| 10-15 
2::) 19:00 | 8:30 | 4:30 | 20:00 30 80:<|oce cel reteee> 

ra “ 121} 15:30] 10:00 | 2:30 | 16:30) 30 30. | “72:00 | “10-15 
% “2! 19:00] 8:30 | 4:30 | 20-00) 30 | 30 (ae eas 

* See Table 2. ¢
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It will be seen from table No. 1, that these women had 

from 2:30 or 4 a. m., the quitting time one day to 7:45 or 8:30 

a, m., the beginning time next day—leaving from 6 hours to 

| 3 hours and 55 minutes for eating, dressing, walking to and 

from work, and last and least—sleep. Out of the 4314 hours 

between beginning time on July Ist to quitting time on July 

2nd operators actually worked 37 hours. This, however, was 

an exceptional case this season, but proves the absolute need 

of forcible regulation in order that it may not be a common sit- 

uation, as it has been in previous years. The United States re- 

port cites a number of instances of past happenings when 

hours were not regulated. Girls sometimes worked 40 hours: 

vata stretch. One plant once began at 7 a. m. on Saturday, 

worked right through Sunday until 1:30 a. m. Monday, 42 

hours on duty. 

Arrangements of shifts. 

The main argument against restriction of hours was a plea 

j by the canners that they either could not secure more help 

than they were employing, or if they could secure enough for 

additional shifts the women would refuse to work as it would 

mean short, irregular hours for the supplementary shift. The 

experience this year has in many cases disproved both of these 

contentions, Twenty-two plants had more than one shift of 

“‘Jine’’ workers; thirty-one plants had more than one shift of 

pickers. A number of plants had ‘‘emergency shifts,’’ and re- 

ported their use as follows: “When hours were too long we 

got substitutes ;’’ ““When a woman had worked ten hours we aa 

sent her home and had another take her place;’’ “We worked 

the men long hours and tried to get women enough to keep 

up;’” ‘‘Used extra shift when necessary to prevent women 

from working overtime;’’ ‘‘Change of female help at night 

during rush;’’ ‘‘Used two shifts sometimes when necessary 

to comply with the law.’’ Other special arrangements were 

as follows: ‘‘Had plenty of help and let some off early, chang- 

ing each day;’’ ‘“Women worked from 8 to 6 one day, and 

next day started at noon and worked in the evening;’’ ‘“We 

_ paid the same wages for short night shift as for longer day 

shift;’’ ‘‘Paid ten cents an hour for pickers in day shift and 

| twenty cents at night, using young girls during day when
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; more careful supervision could be given, and older and mar- 

ried women at night;’’ ‘‘Paid a flat rate of $6.00 for each 
shift ;’’? ‘‘Took men from machine.shops to take the place of 

women and boys in the evening.”’ 

Following are some examples of regular arrangements of 

shifts: 

TWO SHIFTS. ] 

First Shift. Second Shift. 

7 A.M. to6 P.M, 7 P.M. to 9 or 11 P. M. 
8 or 10 A. M. to 6 P. M. 7 P.M. to 10 P. M.or 2 A. M. 
7 A.M. to5 P.M. 6 P. M. to 12 midnight. 
7 A. M. to 6 P. M. 7 P. M. to 10 or 12 P. M. 
9 or 11 A.M. to5 P.M. 5 P. M. to 11 P. M. or 2 A. M. 
8:30 A. M. to 6 P. M. 7 P.M. to 10 P. M. or 4 A. M. j 
7 A. M. to 3. P. M. 3 P. M. to 11 P. M. ’ 
6 A.M. to 3 P.M. 3 P. M. to 10 or 11 P. M. 
9 or 11 A. M, to 6 P. M. 7 P. M. to 10 or 12 midnight. 
7 or 10 A. M. to 6 P. M. 7 P. M. to 10 or 12 midnight. 
7 or 10 A. M. to 6 P. M. 7 P.M. to 10 P. M. or 8 A. M. 
7 A.M. to 6 P. M. «2. ME to 11 
1 P. M. to 6 P. M. TP. M. to 2 A. M. 

: THREE SHIFTS. 

First Shift. Second Shift. Third Shift. 
7 A.M. to6 P.M, |1P. M. to 10 P. M. or 12/7 P. M. to 10 P. M. or 12 
8 A.M. to6 P.M. midnight. midnight. 
7A. M.to6 P.M. | 8 to 12 M.: 7 to 11 P. M.|1 P. M. to 12 midnight. 

7 to 12 M.; 7 to 12 P. M.|12 M. to 7 P. M. 
midnight, . 

Sunday work. 
Sunday work was an unusual condition, due mostly to a spe- : 

cial rush at a week-end, and an unwillingness to carry peas 
over from Saturday to Monday. However, most employers 
showed a disposition to take a loss in their output, giving 
employes the necessary break in their work. 

During the past season twenty-four plants had Sunday 
work. Eleven worked on one Sunday; eleven worked on two 
Sundays; one worked on three Sundays and one on four Sun- 
days. One plant worked on two out of the three Sundays in- 
cluded in the working period, and one worked on four out 
of eight. In one plant where Sunday work prevailed, the evi- 
dent effort was to get as nearly fourteen hours work out of 
the fourteen hours spread of duty as possible, and every hour
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possible out of the week. The result was that by working 

seven days a week this concern got about eighty-eight’ hours 

of work into a week and an additional three days of work 

into a season of four weeks. 

Meal Hours. ‘ 

No special provision was made for meal hours in the regula- 

; tions for the past year, one hour at noon being required by law. 

Fifty-two plants out of the seventy-four allowed approximately 

one hour for meals throughout the season. Twenty-two plants 

gave less than forty-five minutes at noon on a considerable 

number of days; one plant regularly had meal periods of one 

half hour or less, frequently less than fifteen minutes. 

Occupations of Women, 

: Women are employed in pea canneries chiefly as pickers 

and line operators. Some factories employ women as can | 

droppers, labelers, casers and at miscellaneous jobs that are 

more or less independent of the primary canning process and 

that can be equally well performed by men or boys. 

Pickers are employed to sort out foreign substances or bad 

peas that have escaped previous washing and cleaning pro- 

cesses, as the peas are spread out in trays or on moving belts. 

Picking or sorting requires no experience or particular skill 

and not being a part of the continuous process known as ‘‘the 

line,’’? does not ordinarily necessitate as long hours, although 

. in practice the pickers are accustomed to work about as long 

as the line operators. 

*‘TLine work’? embraces ‘‘capping”’ or placing lids on the tops 

of the cans, ‘‘tipping’’ the air holes with lead and ‘‘inspect- 

ing’’ for leaks and faulty caps. 

‘“‘Can droppers’? put the empty cans into the conveyors 

that supply the lines. 

The ‘‘line’’ occupations of capper, tipper and inspector, alt 

require more or less experience and skill. As the actual can- 

ning is performed by the line, this work is necessarily the 

most important part of the factory operations and is the 

source of the greatest difficulties in the matter of securing 

efficient employes and regulating hours.
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One effect of the restriction of hours has been, and will 

necessarily be to a greater extent, the displacing of women 

as ‘‘line operators.’’ In some plants their places have been 

taken by boys, or automatic devices such as automatic eap- 

pers and tippers have taken the place of operators. Im one 

* plant a style of line was used requiring none of these opera- 

tions, one man doing the work of three former operators. 

Sixty-nine of the seventy-four plants had women line opera- * 

tors. In fifty-four there were women inspectors; in sixty-nine, 

eappers; one had women tippers. Twenty-two factories used 

women for warehouse work. Sixteen plants had women brine 

mixers; twenty-nine had women can-droppers; one had women 

z pitchers, and three had women blanchers. 
Out of a total of 2741* women engaged in the three prin- 

cipal occupations, 1,828 or 67% were engaged in picking or 

sorting; 25% as inspectors, cappers and can droppers and 8% 

in warehouse and miscellaneous occupations. 

' : 
Wages. 

It was found that there is a great variation in the amount 

paid per hour in the different plants for the same operations. __ 

The following table gives the prevailing rate of pay in each : 

of the main occupations of women with the number of plants 
paying each rate. j 

Pickers. | Inspectors. Cappers. 

No. Plants. Rate per Hr. | No. Plants. Rate per Hr, No. Plants. Rate per Hr. 
Belen ninen niente l33 Sie miee seeieelaae ae 1 .seeeeeeeeeeee. SO 
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Digeepee eae, SCN AL een. ee eatery te eee 
Lisecseecceeeeees SUC 1 ..........2.-.. 18¢ [14 ...........6... 1BHe 
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Block oeclewesces AOC =| Launch cn eatete eel ats oe oe teeta ge 
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Be ncee ss oeiocse ABE |G 0 ce neces eens Iter PO eee ite 
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1 secvciccsceiscees ATC | | B ccceceecececcee 20C 
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* This total includes some duplication. Some women worked part of the sea- 
sap at one occupation and part at another.
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Can Droppers. Warehouse. 

No. Plants. Rate per Hour No. Plants. Rate per Hour 

ee aie cies Serene sein Se BO ter ate ares ea etal ster SA : 
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Analyzing the above figures, we will find that the modal pay 

-of the pickers was ten cents an hour; inspectors, fifteen cents; 

-eappers, ten cents and fifteen cents; can droppers, ten cents 

and twelve cents; warehouse workers, ten cents. One com- 

pany paid a flat rate of $6.00 a week for all occupations and 

both shifts. In this plant the work did not exceed fifty-five 

hours in any week and usually ran forty to fifty hours a week 

for each shift. In several cases a higher wage was paid for 

; night work than for day work, one plant paying ten cents for 

-day work and twenty cents for the night shift. Several plants 

j paid the irregular hour shift for a regular number of hours 

per day whether they worked it or not. ( 

- One common reason given for the necessity of long hours 

-or the disinclination of women to work as the law requires was 

; that owing to the shortness of the season there is not enough, 3 

money in it for the workers unless they can work long hours. | 

It is not difficult to see the reason for this. In one plant pay- 

ing 7e an hour for pickers the maximum weekly earnings $ 

-were $3.85; line operators at 8, 10 and 12¢ an hour received 

a maximum of $4.40 to $6.10. The warehouse workers re- 

-ceived $5.50 maximum. In one factory the maximum pay for 

1 _pickers was $6.60 a week, but this was for a seven. day week 

‘of 88 hours. Comparing the nature of the ‘‘line work,’’—the 

‘strain, responsibility and expertness required of the operator, 

and the pay for same—from $4.10 minimum to a modal rate of . 

j $6.87 to $8.25 for a 55 hour week, it is not hard to account for 

the difficulties of obtaining plenty of efficient help for this 

-work. Three fourths of all women employes in the pea can- 

-neries do not get over ten cents an hour or $5.50 if working a 

-normal week. : 

& ;
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/ Payment, for Overtime Work. 
i Ten plants had no days over ten hours. Forty-seven plants 
| reported paying time and a half for everything over ten hours ; 

others paid extra for night work, as indicated previously, Fol- 
lowing are several examples of particularly good overtime pay. 
One plant paid pickers regularly 15c, for overtime 2214¢; in- 
spectors, regular time 1714¢, overtime 2614¢; cappers, 20e for 
regular time, 30¢ for overtime. Four plants paid 2214¢ for 
pickers overtime; nine plants paid 2214e and two plants paid 

| 2634¢ for inspectors overtime; ten plants paid 221%4e, one paid 
2634¢ and one 30¢ for cappers overtime. 

| Labor Supply. 
’ Of the sixty-eight plants reporting, twenty-nine stated that 
they had no difficulty in securing an adequate labor supply, 
and thirty-nine said they were unable to hire enough women. 
Of the thirty-nine reporting difficulties in securing labor, over 
half gave as the principal reason that because of the ten hour 
limit and the short hours necessitated when working in shifts, 
women did not consider the work paying enough; eleven of 
these plants reported that the towns in which their factories 
are located are too small to furnish sufficient help. Several re- 
ported that other industries employing female help used all 
the available labor. Men can be and often are brought in from 
other places, but importation of women presents too great dif- 

* ficulties. Among the causes reported for shortage of help were 
the following: “‘inability to get good workers;’’ ‘“‘there are 
plenty of girls under sixteen, but few over;’’ “plenty of 
women, but they are too aristocratic to work ;’’ or ‘‘the women 
are too prosperous to work as their husbands earn too much.’” 

It is practically impossible to correlate the wages paid with 
the labor supply because of varying local conditions. Of the 
plants reporting difficulty in getting help only one-third paid H their pickers more than ten cents an hour. Of these reporting 
no difficulty, nearly one half paid over ten cents an hour to 
the pickers. In both cases the most common wage for pickers 
was ten cents an hour. In some plants reporting no difficulty, 
as low as seven cents an hour was paid, but these plants are in 

_localities affording adequate labor supply and practically no 
other employment for women.
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Equipment of Factories. 

The report of the United States Bureau of Labor goés into 

detail ‘in regard to the working capacity of a “‘line’’ of pea- 

canning machinery, and the relation of planting to working 

capacity and equipment. This report estimates that on the 

{ basis of the daily capacity of a line, 328.7 acres of peas could 

be handled by one line in the average season of 26.94 ten- 

hour days and with the average yield of 59.4 cases per acre. 

Seventeen plants gave opinions on the capacity of one line, 

which varied from 250 to 500 acres. In 1913, the yield per 

acre varied from 16.3 to 141 eases; the average yield for 1913 

was more than 25 per cent higher than for the years 1908- 

1911 inclusive. This demonstrates that the capacity of a line 

varies with each plant and that great variations occur from 

one year to the next. Thus it becomes appargnt that there can 

be no standard eapacity per unit equipment for all plants. 

_An effort was made, however, to secure some records of 

the extent to which each “‘line’’ was utilized during the 

past season. It was found that most plants having two 

or more lines did not use more than one of them with any 

regularity, the actual relation of the planting and the equip- 

ment during the season, therefore, being impossible to deter- 

mine unless a daily record of the length of operation of each 

“ine”? had been kept. Twenty-five plants out of sixty-eight 

reported having only one ‘‘line.’’ Twenty-eight plants had 

two lines. Of these, only two reported using both lines full 

time and nine approximately full time. Six used two lines 

about three-fourths of the time; one used both lines about half 

the time and three about one-fourth of the time; three plants 

used the second line only in emergencies. Thirteen plants are 

equipped with three lines; five companies reported using all 

: three lines the greater part of the season; one company used 

the three lines three-fourths of the season; three used all about 

half of the season; one plant used the third line only in emer- 

gencies, and one used the third line about half of the time. 

One company had four lines, but used one in emergencies only ; 

one plant had five lines and reported using them continuously. 

It is necessary for the canners to establish some basis of re- 

lationship between the equipment and the crop to be handled. 

A record of past years ought to determine what each plant can 

safely attempt to handle. A comparison of the number of
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. cases put up per acre shows a variation ranging from 16.2 
! cases per acre to 141 cases, with an average output for all 

i plants of 76.7 cases per acre.* It is obvious, therefore, that 
it is a problem for each individual company to figure out on 

! the basis of past experience in dealing with conditions in the 
: particular locality. 

| Labor Saving Devices. 
| Labor-saving devices are of recent origin in the pea-canning 

industry. It is only within two or three years that the thistle- 
| cleaning machine has been put into use. The old system of 
| sorting peas in trays is being replaced by moving belts. Yn- 
| cidentally, only two or three companies supply their pickers 

with chairs having backs—a very important factor in conserv- 
ing the energy of the worker. 

Of sixty-eight plants reporting, forty-eight had thistle-clean- 
ing machines; six reported having no thistles ; thirteen had no 
machines for removing thistles. Only eight companies re- 
ported having automatic cappers on ‘their “lines” and using 
them regularly. One plant used them sometimes. Three 
plants had tried them and found them unsatisfactory, and fifty- 
six reported that they did not use the automatic capper. 

Thirty-three plants had lines equipped with automatic tip- 
pers; five had discarded them as unsatisfactory; twenty-eight 
did not use the automatic tipper. One plant has a ‘‘line’’ 
using a ‘‘sanitary’’ can which does not. require the usual. 
capping and tipping. 

The enforcement of hours regulations will undoubtedly 
operate toward the replacing of women “‘line’’ workers by | 
automatic devices such as cappers and tippers, or a new vari- 
ety of machinery. While this will seem to displace women 
temporarily, it will put all the women into the occupations 
where special skill and long hours are unnecessary, and help 

i can be secured and handled more easily. It is an important 
factor in the problem of securing a normal working day. 

Means of Keeping Peas, 
Sixty-nine plants reported on their methods of keeping 

Peas over night. Six used storage tanks regularly; twenty- 
four in emergencies. Thirty-nine did not use them at all. 

z * See Table Number III. 
3
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Thirty-nine plants “‘spread’’ loads regularly, nine in emer- 

gencies; nineteen reported that they did not “‘spread.”’, 

In regard to restricting delivery from the fields, reports 

were as follows. Four plants did not restrict delivery at all; 

one restricted delivery after 4:30 p. m.; two after 4:00 p. m.; 

five after 5:00 p. m.; twenty-five after 6:00 p. m.; five after 

7:00 p. m.; four after 8:00 p. m.; one after 9:00 p.m. Four 

grew their own peas and controlled delivery. Two reported 

that they regulated delivery during all hours of the day; 

one reported that they received a certain number of boxes of 

') yined peas in the forenoon and a certain number in the after- 

noon. One plant reported that they restricted delivery .so 

as ‘‘to prevent law violations;’’ three that they restricted 

«(when necessary ;’’ one that they ‘‘eut and haul as used.’’ A . 

few factories reported that they had a regular system of dis- 

continuing the work of the viners at certain hours, varying 

from 5 to 8 P. M. It is plainly evident that the beginning and 

ending of the working-day is dependent to a very large ex- 

tent upon the system that prevails in regulating the cutting, 

vining and delivery of peas. 

Vining Stations. 

Forty-two plants of sixty-eight reporting had vining sta- - 

tions away from the factory; twenty-six had vining stations 

; at the factory only, and three had no vining stations at the 

factory. The plants having vining stations away from the 

; factory only, considered it necessary to begin work at noon as 

they could not get peas to the factory earlier. The distance 

1 of the vining stations from the plant is a very important fac- 

tor in the regulation of the time of beginning work in the 

morning. A number of plants reported that they had been 

4 compelled to get auto trucks in order to handle the situation 

this year. 

Relation Between Planting Time and Harvesting. 

The problem of regulating harvesting by planting is com- 

plicated most seriously by the fact that rain and drought, 

heat and cold, cannot be forecasted. Most eanners keep a 

record showing the dates of planting of their fields and vari- 

eties, and the dates of harvesting same. These records invari-
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ably show that some fields planted late mature at the same time 
: as some planted early, and there is no definite way of gauging : | the number of weeks any one field will require for maturing. — ! 

This problem can be controlled successfully in states having _ . 
i irrigation systems. The matter is becoming further compli- 

eated by the increasing tendency of the pea canners to con- | | tract all or most of their peas, owing to the difficulties in- : 
volved in growing all of their own, such as the changing of | soil, the impossibility of rotating crops,’ the large chances taken . on investment, ete. Of the plants reporting on this subject, sev- | enteen grew all of their own peas; sixteen contract all of their : 
peas; eleven grew two-thirds or more of their own, and seven 

i contracted two-thirds or more. 
Sixty-five plants reported an aggregate of 37,162 acres. 15,- 

555 acres were reported planted by canning companies; 17,782 
acres grown by contract and 3,825 acres not designated. 

Relation Between Acres Planted and Cases Packed. 
It is generally conceded that the only method of determin- 

ing the number of acres that can be handled properly by a 
certain equipment, is for the canner to keep records for at 
least five years of the number of acres planted and the cases. 
packed. The mean of his experiences during four or five years should give him at least an indication of the safe method of 
procedure. The reports from sixty-three plants show a sur- i prising lack of records, only thirty-eight indicating that daily 
planting records were kept. Seven reported the number of acres and the pack for the past six years; one for five years; six for four years; twelve for two years; two reported for four years on number of cases only. Four plants were re- cently bought by a new management. None of the other 1 plants gave records for any years before 1913. One fact that has been brought out is that it is unsafe to dogmatize in Te- gard to the number of cases per acre, since this depends so largely on conditions in different sections. Each plant, or at least each section, therefore, must figure out its own problem. The problem cannot be met unless complete records are kept covering the relation between the acreage and output, acreage planted, daily planting and harvesting and daily output, and equipment and labor used. It is also essential that a study be
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made and records kept of the kind of soil in which peas are 

planted, and the time required for the maturing of peas in 

-various kinds of soil and under different conditions. There is 

"little question that a great deal can be done toward regulat- 

‘ing the maturing of peas by careful calculation of seed strains 

in relation to soil conditions and climate. The Department of 

Agriculture of the University of Wisconsin and the Experi- 

ment Stations have made some researches along this line. 

Planting for Seed. 

Fifteen companies reported that they planted for seed in the 

following amounts; four planted for seed 5% or less of total 

acreage; two, 5 to 10%; three, 10 to 15% ; two, 15 to 20%; 

two, 20 to 25%; one, 39% ; and one, 38%. 

Thirty-seven plants left peas in the field because of conges- 

tion, in amounts as follows: five, 1% or less of total planting; 

five, 1 to 5%; nine, 5 to 10% ; six, 10 to 15% ; five, 15 to 25%; 

one, 28% ; one, 31% ; one, 39%. Two companies had about one 

hundred eighty acres of peas destroyed by hail. 

Safety and Sanitation. 

In fifty-two of the seventy-five plants, orders on safety were 

jssued by the Industrial commission’s deputies on a total of 

3,182 danger points. Orders on sanitation were issued in 

4wenty-five out of the seventy-five plants. 

Child Labor. 

Of the 75 canning factories in the state 44 employed 

a total of 438 children between the ages of 14 and 16 years. 

> Of these only 11 employed over 10 children each. Thirty-one 

| plants did not use child labor at all. Eighteen plants were 

‘ reported by deputies as having child labor violations. No 

> -reports were requested from the factories in regard to employ- 

‘ment of children, hours of labor, and ete., and information on 

this point is, therefore, lacking. The child labor law was not 

4 and could not be changed in its provisions for the benefit of 

+the eanners. A number of prosecutions were brought for vio 

ations of this law. 

‘Violations of Women’s Hours law. 

The accompanying table (Table No. IT), showing hours of la- 

bor and violations of the provisions of the law regulating
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TABLE NO. Il. SHOWING THE EXTENT OF CANNING SEASON, THE LENGTH OF 
WORKING DAYS, THE NUMBER OF HOURS WORKED PER WEEK. AND THE 
NUMBER OF DAYS ON WHICH VIOLATIONS OF THE LAW OCCURRED FOR 
FEMALE EMPLOYES 1N PEA CANNERIES IN 1913. 
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TABLE NO. If. SHOWING THE EXTENT OF CANNING SEASON, THE LENGTH OF 
WORKING DAYS, THE NUMBER OF HOURS WORKED PER WEEK, AND THE 
NUMBER OF DAYS ON WHICH VIOLATIONS OF THE LAW ;OCCURRED FOR 
FEMALE EMPLOYES IN PEA CANNERIES IN 1913—Coneluded. 
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hours, speaks for itself. According to the special regulations 

for work in pea canneries during the 1913 season, work was 

permitted not to exceed ten hours a day between beginning 

and ending of work, exclusive of meal times, with the excep- 

ra tion of fifteen days during the season of not over twelve hours. 

Work was prohibited after ten p. m. on all but the fifteen 

“‘twelve-hour days’? when work to twelve midnight was per- 

‘ mitted. 

The largest number of violations were for exceeding the ten 

or twelve-hour limit. This occurred on a total of 469 days for 

all plants. There were violations of working after ten p. m. 

or twelve midnight on a total of 272 days. : 

Summary. , 

_ There was a total of 415 days in all plants in which there 

was an actual shortage of help, based on the number that 

; would have been required if working ten hours a day. If the 

: i
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TABLE NO. III, SHOWING THE RELATION BETWEEN THE OUTPUT, THE LABOR SUPPLY AND THE NUMBER OF WOMEN WORKING OVER 
10 HOURS PER DAY. 
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‘ jNo report on acreage and cases packed. 
3 :This represents the largest number actually emploved. This is based on the gifference between the number actually employed and the number thal. would have been required if no one had worked over 10 hours. * Chis represents the number of days there would have heen a shortage if the max- imum number on the pay roll had been working on such days. “This is based on the cases packed for acreage actually reported as packed. 
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TABLE 111, SHOWING THE RELATION BETWEEN THE OUTPUT, THE 

LABOR SUPPLY AND THE NUMBER OF WOMEN WORKING ‘OVER 

10 HOURS PER DAY. 
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maximum number employed at any one time had actually 

worked on these days, there would have been a shortage on 

only 166 days. (See Table No. TIL.) 

There were 819 days on which work exceeded ten hours. 

On 404 of these days the trouble could not be laid to shortage 

of help. In addition to this, on 249 days on which there was 

ae shortage of help, this condition would not have existed if 

the maximum number employed at any one time had been 

working on these days.
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On only twenty per cent of the days exceeding ten hours, 

was there an actual shortage of labor supply. There were only 

nine plants that on more than five days would have had an 

actual shortage of labor if the maximum number employed at 

any time had been at work on these days. Only five plants i 

showed a similar shortage on more than ten days. If all the 

labor utilized at any one time during the season had been em- é 

ployed on the days in which work exceeded ten hours, no 

plant would have had a shortage on more than fifteen days, 

there being only one plant having shortage on more than ‘ 

twelve days. It is reasonable to suppose that the maximum : 

number cannot be employed on all the days, but the reports 

show that in at least eighty per cent of the days exceeding ten 

hours the difficulty lay either in a falure to utilize availa- 

ble labor supply or in the arrangement of the work or insuffi- 

ciency of the equipment. While it is impossible to determine 

the relation between the twenty per cent of days in which 

there was an actual shortage and the available labor supply 

of the community, it is probable that this difficulty might have 

been reduced. A’ considerable number reported searcity of 

help owing to the unattractiveness of short hours at the pre. 

vailing rate of pay. 

The general use of automatic devices on the ‘‘line,’”’ by re- 

ducing the number of women required at this work, will still 5 

further reduce the difficulty of keeping the working day with- 

in a ten-hour limit. It is in the ‘‘line’’ work that trouble is 

encountered, No additional number of workers in other de- 

partments will obviate the necessity of operating a sufficient 

number of lines, properly equipped with workers. 4 

As has been previously brought out, a considerable num- 

ber of plants employed some system of working shifts, proving 

the possibility of securing sufficient help, and the practicabil- ‘ 

ity of reducing hours by this method. The matter of wages 

played an important part in this arrangement. The possibility 

of reducing congestion by regulating planting and harvesting, 

working out the relation between the acreage and equipment 

of the plant, has been dealt with in the preceding pages and in 

the report of the United States Bureau of Labor. 

A significant feature found in both investigations was the 

Jack of any standard of load earried per unit equipment.
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Plantings were distributed with little or no regard to the ger- ly 

mination of previous plantings. So many acres were planted Py 

each day with no regard to weather or soil conditions. Ree- &, 

ords of previous years are apparently not used by the canners Fe 

to aid in determining the reasonable probabilities of yield per ‘ 

acre and consequent demand on equipment. 

Although the figures show work after ten p. m. on one-third & 

of the days—an average of about ten days per plant during i 

the season—this was, in a large measure, due to the arrange- : 

ment of working in shifts, one relay working in the fore part ; 

of the day, the other in the evening only. Work extended , 

after midnight on five per cent of the days, or an average of : 

one or two days during the season for each plant, showing the ® 

possibility of avoiding work after midnight.* ; 

The reports of the inspectors on safety and sanitation in the : 

eanning factories showed the need of improvement along these z 

lines. There is also a need of more attention to matters re- F 

lating to the welfare of the women and children employes. ‘ 

Regulations in other states. 
, 

_ Out of a total of about eighty canning factories in Wiscon- 

sin, seventy-five pack peas as their exclusive or main product. 

Approximately fifty per cent of all the peas packed in the 

United States are produced in this state. In other states few 

companies pack peas as the chief product. Other states having 

a considerable number of factories packing peas, with the 

number in each according to the Canners’ Directory for 1911, 

are as follows: California, seven: Colorado, four; Delaware, 

_ fourteen; Illinois, twelve: Indiana, thirty; Maryland, thirty- 

two; Michigan, twelve; New Jersey, six; New York, forty- 

seven; Ohio, eleven; Utah, six, and Virginia, six. 

In connection with the above figures, it is interesting to 

note what the regulations are in the other states covering the s 

employment of women in canning factories. New Jersey, 

Maine, Michigan, Ohio, and Washington specify a total exemp- 

tion for the benefit of canneries. 

California grants exemption for women jn canning factories, 

but does not permit the employment of minors under eighteen 

* See Table No, Il.
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years more, than eight hours a day or forty-eight hours @ 

week. 

The Oregon ten-hour law has applied to canning factories. 

Beginning in November of this year, the hours in eanning es- 

tablishments will be limited to nine hours a day, or fifty-four 

hours a week, with three-fourths of an hour minimum for lun- 

cheon. 
i 

Utah reports having twenty-six canneries in the state, only r 

six of which can peas. The law exempts women from the nine 

hours a day and fifty-four hours a week provision where “life . 

or property is in imminent danger, or where materials are 

liable to spoil by the enforcement of the act.’’ 

The Missouri law provides that ‘operators of canning or 

packing plants in rural communities, or in cities of less than g 

ten thousand inhabitants wherein perishable farm products 

are canned, or packed, shall be exempt from the provisions 

of this section for a number of days not to exceed ninety in 

any one year.”’ 

In Indiana all employment of women is prohibited from 10 

p. m. to 6 a.m. Children between twelve and fourteen years 

: may be employed in preserving and canning from June 1st to 

October 1st. The child labor law prohibits employment more 

than nine hours a day or fifty-four a week, and from 6 p. m. 

to 7 a. m. 

In Massachusetts, women are permitted to work ten hours. 

a day and fifty-eight hours in a week in seasonal industries. 

There are no special exemptions for canneries. 

New York, the second state in size of output, is the only state 

besides Wisconsin where special regulations for the benefit of 

the canners were made to apply to the past season. The rules 

are of special interest, and follow in full: 

RvLES AND REGULATIONS OF THE INDUSTRIAL BoarD Srare DEPARTMENT OF 

Lasor, 

; Permitting the employment of women in canneries not more than sixty-six 

hours a week. 
Pursuant to subdivision 3, section 78 of the Labor Law, and upon applica- 

tion to be made by the employer to the Commissioner of Labor, women 

eighteen years of age and upwards may be employed or permitted to work in 

canning or preserving perishable products in fruit and canning establishments 

between the twenty-fifth day of June and the fifth day of August, nineteen 

thirteen, in excess of ten hours in any one day and sixty hours in any one 

week nor six days in any one week, upon compliance with the following regu- 

fations: ’
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A woman may be so employed 

1. At any process or part of the work which does not require continuous 

standing while at work, except that she shall not be so employed, in the 

processes of labeling or packing cans ; 
‘ 

2. Provided that every floor on which such woman, is employed be drained 

free of liquids; but whenever any such floor cannot so be kept free from : 

liquids, slat platforms shall also be furnished upon which such woman may : 

rest her feet while at work ; 
} 

3. Permits granting exemption under these rules and regulations shall be i 

revocable by the Commissioner of Labor for violation of any of the above ; 

regulations of the Industrial Board. 
E 

‘These rules and regulations and the exemption herein granted take effect 

immediately. 

Adopted June 27, 1913. 
. 

Colorado has an eight-hour law for women secured by refer- 

endum vote. This law applies to canneries. The following ab- 

stract from a letter by the Colorado State Labor Commissioner 

is of interest: 

“Replying to your letter on enforcement of Woman’s Hight 

Hour law in pea canneries, ete., I will say that I have had no 

‘such difficulty in this state. I visited the canneries during the 

season and aside from one pickle factory that I am now prose- 

euting for violation of this law, have had no trouble with the 

others. The system adopted by the Colorado Canning com- 

panies was that of running a double shift, for instance, one i 

set of women workers started work in the early morning and 

quit at about noon when the other shift came on, the women 

working eight hours only. I am pleased to observe that they 

received the same pay as they had formerly received for ten 

hours work, and the managers of the factories were well sat- 

isfied with the law and experienced no difficulty in obeying it, 

which was quite refreshing to know as we had the biggest op- : 

position to the passage of this law from this same class of 

men.”’ 

The argument against restriction of hours on the ground 

that Wisconsin canners are’ thereby handicapped in competi- 

- tion with other states also packing peas, does not seem to be 

based on very conclusive evidence. Wisconsin canners are go- . 

ing to work out the problem by improving the conditions of 

_ work, the equipment of their factories, and the scientifie man- 

_ agement of théir business. 
s 

——e
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TABLE NO. IV. SHOWING THE HOURS WORKED THROUGHOUT THE 1915 
SEASON BY A FEMALE EMPLOYE. (NOTETHE LONG HOURS WORKED- 

ONE WEEK THIS EMPLOYE WORKED A TOTAL OF 941 HOURS.) 
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TABLE NO. V. SHOWING THE ACTUAT HOURS WORKED BY AN INDIVID- 

UAL FEMALE EMPLOYE. (NOTE THE LATE AND IRREGULAP HOURS 

OF BEGINNING WORK AND THE LATE HOURS OF QUITTING AT NIGHT) 
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12) 10 | 2“ F 61 7 ee 13.5 | 60 | 60 | 11.50} 1 44 

TE ad eek fee ssce ee enefesenc-| osesee|sensece easel meee 72.25) 9 36 

Sunday .......| 13 |--..-.]--2---[eeegee|erege ales soscas|eoes[eoseloesess|or eons 

Wecbscp ca Pe 7 | ieeis PM] 6.25] .--.) 60 | 5.25) 02 
Be) 2 | ef [en cebeegecrae| £Bl---|----| 42] BB 
Ricci] eas] 6 |r | aso PM | 9-25)..--1....| 8.25) 9 
Wheels ias| 6 | 7 | SHAM) a [cl las | tae 
ees et "| g | a | BAL ME | Isl) he Bas 
te eae | AF oT 42.25) 2000/00) nas] 1 42 

Total meek sg env cece ere tietee cu Neen AS eS OR SS 

Be ee \ipa feels aloes os ccef | ree atl ee|o bay ee bia 
jel [77 tiig0 BM] 1055 |222] 60 |"9.5 | 14 

erie | 2} 6. | 7 | 2AM. 119 | Go) 60) 17 | 246 
Bye | ie | 3 | 6:45 |.--.--|--<2--oc--| 10-5 | |---| 9-75) LIS 

Bl Fl | 1 | 6 | 7 | 8:85AM. | 20° | 60 | 60 | 18.25) 2 68 
Celeste et | S72) the ae 14.25] 60 | 60 | 12.25] 1 60 

G1 az | 1 | 6 | 7 | 15A-.M.| 18-75) 60 | 60 | 16.79) 2 40 

Total week).... oe ee eaciaestaee [oeececbcseetreesh Germ ae me 
| | ; 

EE



ABLE NO. VI.—SHOWING THE HOURS WORKED BY THE FEMALE EMPLOYES OF A WISCONSIN PEA CANNERY. NOTE THAT 2 

THE MODAL OR MOST COMMON HOURS WORKED VARY FROM 2 TO 20 HOURS PER DAY. 

j 7 
| Pickers. | Line. Warehouse. 

a yh a AS a ae cou eee me 

| Women | Women 

Date. Cases.| em- re- | Spread. Spread. Spread, 

ployed, | quired.) Modal |——————--—_——_ Modal |_—___—_ Modal |———————___ 

hours. | hours. hours. 

| | Begin. End. Begin. End. Begin. End, wy 

rape igs eae | ag ee | 
eel cia as |e & 

RP ene ligceciniseclycrue neler Hh A kom GN Bod|) lite [od Aa: Suntec aS 

BO.......6- | 2188 21 20 10.75 7 UACMA 845 P.M.) 10.5 8 °°°AL'M.| 9:30 P.M. 11.75 7 UASM.) 845 P.M. i) 

July 1..........| 178 21 22 9.75 7 A. M.| 8:45 PB. M.| 10.5 9 A.M! 8:30 P.M.) 11.75 7 A.M.) 8:45 PB. M. 8 

pete cease | le bee 18 23 15 7 ALM.) 10:15 P.M.) 12.25 7 A. M,| 945 P.M.) 18.25 7 A. M,| 10:15 BP. M. 

Rete 633 18 13 6. 9 A.M, 5 P, M.| 6 10 A. M.| 5 P.M. 8.25 9 A.M.| 6:30 P.M. 3 

Brees erly clin viavial valsa crea ctepeson otek rer cea aeeeircMHaivse rena lene eeenrenes Se eae legen ppecees a 

Taskaer cosa lt coreee 24 28. 12,25 8° ACM.| 12° P.M.) 12.75 § 0AM. 11.30 P.M.) 12.25 | O35 ASM.) 120 P.M. Pe 

Socigecsecs|! OHOD 25 82 11.50 | 9:15 A. M.| 11:80 P.M.) 13.5, 9 ALM.|1245A.M.| 15 7:30 A. M.| 12:80 P. M. Qa 

7 Divseeeeeee| 99468 29. 34 11.50 7:15 A. M.| 8:45 P.M.) 12.25 7:30 A. M.! i P.M.) 14 7 A. MJ i1l. P.M. > 

DOs sie) esac lceBn ae 28 36 11.75 7:30 A. M.| 9:30 P. M.| 14.5 7:30 A. M.| 11:45 B. M.| 18.25 8 A. M,| 11:15 P. M. 2 

Dee sieccsss | deter 28 2. 9.25 7:30 A. M.| 8:15 P.M. 9.5 7:30 A. M.| 8:30 PB. M. 75 730A. M.| 4 P.M. a 

T2geccas os |! Vase 28. 37 14,25 | 6 A. M. 10:15 P.M.) 4.5 6 A. M.,| 10:80 BP. M. 13 745 A. M.| 1 P.M. a 

TUNy thet be loesesseslreesgshalecageeeslerrargeesliaptag aes are eee irre er eters eccep eel nee ga eer: 5 

MU vasa |esden'| 28 18 728) 10si5 ALM.) 7:30 P. M.) 7.5. 5 A. M.} 8:15 P.M. 6.25 | 1045 A.M.) 8 P.M. & 

AB. Pesci ces|| yO 29 24 9.75 7 A. M.| 9 LL M.| 8.75 8 A.M.) 9 P. M.| 6 S15 A.M.) 9 P.M. n 

TGsecee csi] athe al &- 2.25 3:45 P.M 6 P.M. 6 4 P.M.) 8:15 A. M. 1.5 47 Rs MI 8 P.M. . 

De iesese noes | aeple al al 10, 10:15 A.M.) 1:45 PB. M.| 11.75 10:45 A. M.| 2345 A. Mo] 11.75 9A, Mi tl “Peal. 

5 | eatees ican pee 4 22 16 5.25 | 1 Pp. M.| 8:45 P.M. 6 1:30 P. M.| 9:30 PB, M, 8.5 8:15 A. Mo] 8 P.M. 

19,..6....-+ 748 Ww 8 3.50 1:30 P, M.) 5) P.M. 4.25 1:30 P.M.) 5:10 P. M. 6.25 1 PoM| 8 P.M. 

| | 

; Bree am tap | ie | Bb) |B, SHEEN RE TR BA BM. eg iad BSA EBL 

Preis ossn| ca eae 31 Wy 6. 9 A.M. 4:30 P.M. 6.75 9 ALM) 6. P.M. 5 10:330A.M.] 6 P.M, 

BBvengccsses| 9paL 30 25 8.75 § A.M.) 5:45 P, M. 8.75 8:20 A. M.| 6:30 P. M. 7.25 g45 A; M.| 6 P.M. 

26.,..000065 976 28 at 75 9 A.M.! 6:45 P.M.) 7.25 9 A.M.! 7:15 P. M. ti 10 ALM! 6 «P.M. 

\ 

i « “9 
« ° : 

ee



[EPipesaeene Dette” aN maar ese Caeceiey stead east Ree acs sera er eT Ee ES Gea ae Gul AOD A MG |G Be Bey 
Becca 18 |) 80 15 818i BS Ms BM] °775125"|71:30 P.M|" "8:80 P.M.) 16 7° AIMS PMG 

BO cos gol 1,888) 8 27 85 | 9 ALM] 8:15 P. M:| 8125 | 10:30A; M.| 9 P.M.) 14.25 | 7 A. MJ 11 P.M. 

Ui cece | eudeoils |, 8 36 10.5 | 8:45 A. M.| 9:15 P.M.| 1 9 A. M.| 10:15 P M.| 18.25 | 7 A. M.JJ0 BM. 

August G0000001} 3,160 | 31 41 13.2 | 8 A. M.|12 Mid.) 18 8:30 A. M./ 120) Mid.’| 15 7 ALM.|12 Mid. 

: QUI] 4,006 |. 88 5B 19, 7:45 AL M.| 445A, M.] 19 745 AL Mi! 445A. M.| 20 7 A.M) 5 A.M. 
4 

AWE: Bos lcgclifecocine|vosias seen] ¢ss4insee4|Secsevgnse|soatawonesgucolecss seensesgec|oorgarcceolessnsgenene aulsrararateeneriseeagsgare|tranere at Gagaleta acta” Ghee Z 

Gis S82 | 56 625) 8S ABRAM] TS 8A MS ACM 1735 Ve A MY ad A.M. 
Bisscces| 8.407 | 84 44 18:75 | 7:15 A. M.| 12 Mid. | 18,75 | 8 A. M.|12) Mid.| 12.75 | 8) A. M.[ Ido P.M. | 

Gissecce| 25488] 84 45 275 | 9 Al M:| 2:304.M.| 13:75 | 9 A.M.) 2:30A. M.] 15 8:30A,M.| 145A. M. | a 

Wet a SaraTR od 2 Ws | 8 Al M| 10:45 Pl M:| 12:55 | 8 A: M.| 10:80 P. M.| 12.75 | 7:30 A. M.] 10:45 P.M. |g 
Bioccce| Bi8od | 288 4 11:25 | 9 A.M] 10:45 BP. M:| 115 | 9 AL M\| 10:30 P.M. 12.50 | 8:15A.M./10) P.M. |i 

Qervccee| 8,868 | 81 47 155 | 7 AL M:| 1:30A, M.| 16:25 |. 7:30A. Mi) 145A. M.| 15.75 | 7) A.M.) 145A, M, | 

FAMBUBEI0s) c25<4|cestascs|lseatcccecs|osstsacnrs|seegse, aes] eesepesanetaselecansneszresatlonractaces|neatgnegretner|enarereesssatelants areser|etgereeaorenerissaienteys rag? z 

10000002] 45860 27 34 G5) 8S A) iiB0 B13 175778380 AS M12" Mia. | 13 6AM ORM. le - 

dey le Biae8i|) at |, 88 Ws) | 8 AL M.| 0:30 P: M:|, 12:5 | 845A. Mi] 115 P.M.) 18.5 | 8 A. M/W P.M. 16 

IBscccccs) Bx6pe | 28 37 15. | 7 AL Mi} 1145 BLM.) 14 815A. M.| 12:15 A.M.) 14 8 Ay MAI. OREM oa li 

Wecvcosel TMS | 28 24 8:25 | 8 A.M.| 5:15 P.M.) 8.25 | 854. M.| 5:80 P.M.) 9 8 ALM|8 P.M. 

15ic.ccs:| 505): 26 12 375 | 1 PB. M\| 445 P.M.) 4.25 | 1 PLM.) 5315 P.M. 5 8 AlM| 6 BM. 1S 

16.......| 1,072] 24 18 7 1:45 Al M:| 9:45 P. M:| 9.75 | 1:30 P.M.) 2:80A. M.] 7 9 A:M|10 P.M, |@ 
| a 

ee unetT i letra l) cet tuvecalsecerteccelvedssossesliosegetateoaee|caergrasstacaliaeyaege?#|craseestertess lianetrdsptazoltecegtenss|ecsteteisataetltaaca segs caaes ley * 

Aes cei O00) 28 BE A EY YE OE Oe eB Mi P.M. 19 

19......-| 2109] 2t m7 | 12.25 | 8 AL M./ 10:15 P.M.) 13.25 | § A. M./ 11:1 B. M:| 14:75 | 7:30A:M.[12 A.M. [4 

Me soes- |i 1780 |) el Ts ALA BBL MS] 10:2 | 8 ALM] 745 P.M.) 815 | 880A, M) 8 P.M. Io 

en | ee eee | 
zi 
Q 
Q 

. 
° 
Z 
a a 
a 

2 a 

——————



Tene ne ee 

TABLE NO. VIL. SHOWING THE HOURS WORKED BY FEMALE EMPLOYES IN A WISCONSIN PEA CANNERY IN SAME LOCALITY 

. AS PLANT SHOWN IN TABLE VI. (NOTE REGULARITY OF HOURS.) ie 

Se 
SS SS 

8 

| Pickers. Line. Warehouse. 

D ssn, | Pomme | Ween | Sand ane Ta | 
ate. ases. em- re- ° 2 = y 

vittny, | aca, | Mode: |Site __| potas | 75 Tae 
Begin. End. Begin. End. Begin. End. 

B06 8st 544 20 M4 6.25 7), ACM) 6. BOM, 3 7 ALM. | 6:30 P.M. 4 2P,M. 6 Pe Ny 

July 1 485 21 al 10.25 7 6:15 ll 7 7:15 1:75 7 A.M. 8:75 

Beveases 607 20 VW 7 8:30 6 7 7:30 6 8 8 6 

Beas 928 20 21 10.5 7 8 9 7 7:30 11:75 Hi 7:15 I 

Biciceclicsweerel te 13 7.75 | 7 9 10 Noor eyne ih cus [sberseomcascctlawtignvsvslauseeecusiazel| ttasetasesates a 

Sunday 6. 

3 

Tesssees 806 20 24 i i 9 na iq 7:15 i “ 7 

Sicavica| LLMe. 20 26 12 i 19 12 7 9 12 i 9 w @ 

Disccoss| kee ek 24 27 10 7 9 il i 9 10 i 6 4 

10.......| 25158 22 27. 95 i 9 11:5 i i 10 7 6 ° 

W...2..] 10628 28 3 10.5 7 9 12 i 8:30 10 a 8 2 

TR sess) deter a7 al 12 Hi 9 ry a 9 12 U 9 ‘ 

Sunday 13. 

| Wg 

14.......| 2,122 27 33 12 7 9 12 i 9 12 7 9 

15....---| 2161 30 | 36 12 7 9 12 i 9 12 7 9 

16,...... 615 29 20 6.75 hee 7:15 Wet 7 5 6:75 7 6 a 

Diese: 2s-|) Lvg0S 28 26 9 7:15 6 | 8:25 i 6 9 a 6 

18..,....] 1,476 28 27 9.5 7 6 |--20) 7:15 6 9 as 6 

19.......| 1,548 28 24 9.5 7 | 6:45 10 tend 6:30 8:30 7 6 ° 

Sunday 20. 
| 

Discaecer|ieisueat 28 23 95 7:30 6 9 od 7 73:15 7 5 

B8isceess |) Uyed. 28 24 8.5 i 6 8:75 | 7 6 8:75 8 6 

28......] 1,167 28 25 9.75 7 6 10:25 | 7 is 6:15 9 i 6 B 

24... eos 933 28 23 8.5 7 7 9:25 7:45 6 9 7 5 a 

2 ve eeee 798 23 at 85 8:30 | 7:80 8:75 | 7 6 8 9 6 , 

26....+.- 204 18 at 4.5 7 | 6:30. 5:25 | 7 6:30 Vesecsieeed|soaseersese cull siobnenvss ese? 

Sunday ae 
| 

a 29....006 584 23 i 6 7 | 6 8:75 | 7 6 8 7 7 

B0.....-.| 1,253 23 1) 11.95 ic | 8 12 iq 8 10 7 8 ‘ 

BL... sees 907 24 23 10 ih 6 8:75 7 6:45 10 7 7 

August 1.......| 1,556 23 26 10 i | 8 10 i 745 il a | i 

Qieceses| Ly ee 23 21 10 7 9 10 7 6 10 7 6 

Sunday 3. 
Gc seee 718 a1 VW 7.5 7 7:45 7:25 7 7:45 10 7 6 

Beeseeee 940 21 20 9.5 Mt 6 10:25 a if 10 i 6 

6,-0.5... 910 a1 # 9 7:30 6 9:75 7:30 6:30 10 7 6 

Tovoeses 604 20 8 8.5_ 7 6 8 7 6 10 v 6 

Bae. 475 al 20 9.25 tf 6:30 Be ates 7 10 a 6 

" - a . 
7 

: 
‘ee ~
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